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**Brands You Can Trust!**

- SmartStrip
- DEEL AWAY
- WatchDog
- Safe'n Easy
- SmartStripPRO
- LEAD STOP
- Catch N Cover
HEAVY-DUTY PAINT REMOVER
Removes up to 30 coats in One Application!
- Environmentally Safe Removal System
- Effectively Removes Lead Paint
- Ideal for Wood, Brick, Stone, Metal and more
- Water-Based
- Zero VOC Formulation
- No Harmful Odors or Fumes

ADVANCED PAINT REMOVER
Removes up to 15 coats of virtually any coating from any surface.
- Formulated without Caustic or Harsh Chemicals
- Ideal for any Interior or Exterior Surface
- Zero VOC Formulation
- Odor Free
- Water Based
- 100% Biodegradable
- pH Neutral

PROFESSIONAL STRENGTH PAINT REMOVER
Effectively Removes High Performance Coatings & Lead Paint.
- Formulated without Methylene Chloride or Caustic Chemicals
- Ideal for Historic Restoration and Lead Abatement Projects
- Water Based
- Biodegradable
- Low VOC Formulation
- Low Odor

www.dumondchemicals.com 1-800-245-1191
Industry Leader for Historic Restoration and Lead Abatement

Peel Away® 1 has been the #1 Choice of Professionals who perform Historic Restoration and Lead Paint Abatement for over 25 years. The Peel Away® 1 System is an environmentally safe method for removing up to 30 coats of oil-based lead paints in a single application. By keeping the lead paint in a wet state, no airborne lead dust is generated.

Furthermore, the product contains lime which has a stabilizing effect on lead and can reduce waste transportation and disposal costs. It is formulated without flammable solvents and has no toxic fumes so only minimal ventilation is required. Peel Away® 1 is also excellent for removing old coatings from intricate, carved or molded surfaces.

The Original Paint Removal System – Since 1981

The Peel Away® 1 System includes an alkaline paste that is spread over the surface to be stripped. The paste is then covered with our patented Peel Away® Paper to control evaporation. Allow paste to dwell on the coatings for 12-48 hours depending upon the number of coats and types of coatings being removed. After appropriate dwell time, the paste and softened paint can be removed onto the paper using a scraper. Any remaining residue can be removed with a sponge and water or a power washer. Finally, the stripped surface must be neutralized using Citri-Lize™ which is included in the kit.
Safe & Effective Earth Friendly

Smart Strip™ is a revolutionary paint remover that is safe for the user, substrate and the environment. It is formulated without methylene chloride and is non-carcinogenic, non-toxic and non-caustic. This water-based stripper will effectively remove up to 15 coats of virtually any coating (oil-based, water-based, acrylics, varnishes, urethanes - even old lead paints) from any interior or exterior surface (wood, brick, stone, concrete, plaster, metal, plastic, glass, fiberglass, etc.) Smart Strip™ has zero VOCs, is odor free, user friendly, 100% biodegradable and pH neutral.

Easy Application & Removal

Smart Strip™ is a water-based paste that is easily applied by brush, roller or conventional airless spray. Allow the paste to dwell on the coatings for 3 – 24 hours, depending on the number of coats and the type of coatings being removed. Smart Strip™ is formulated to remain wet and effective over extended periods of time and does not require the use of Peel Away® Paper. After appropriate dwell time, remove the paste and the softened/lifted paint using a scraper. Any remaining residue can be removed with a sponge and water or a power washer. There is no need to neutralize the stripped surface.
Highly Effective & Environmentally Responsible

Smart Strip™ Pro is a professional strength paint remover that effectively removes High Performance Coatings & Lead Paint. It is formulated without methylene chloride and is non-carcinogenic, non-caustic and non-flammable. This water-based stripper will effectively remove multiple coats of oil-based, water-based, acrylics, varnishes, epoxies, urethanes, elastomers and lead paint from any interior or exterior surface (wood, brick, stone, concrete, plaster, metal, plastic, glass, fiberglass, etc.). Smart Strip™ Pro delivers the superior performance professionals are looking for when removing even the most difficult coatings. This product is low VOC, low odor, biodegradable and user friendly.

Available in 5 Gallon Pail, 16 oz Sample
Paint Removers

Peel Away® 7

User friendly — does not contain methylene chloride or caustic. Safely removes multi-layers of paint and varnish from decorative hardwoods without discoloration or raising the grain. Effectively removes most high performance and elastomeric coatings. Safe for use on any interior/exterior surfaces. Available in Gallons and 5 Gallon Pails.

NEW Paint Removal Complete Test Patch Kit

Because every stripping project is different, it is critical to perform a test patch (mock up) on any and all areas that need to be stripped to ensure that you have the correct product for your project. Therefore, we have created this complete test patch kit with everything necessary to help you accomplish this task with minimal effort and maximum results. (This kit includes 8oz sizes of our Peel Away® 1, Peel Away® 7, Smart Strip™ and Smart Strip™ Pro along with everything necessary to complete a successful test patch).

NEW Graffiti Removal Complete Test Patch Kit

Due to the tricky nature of Graffiti Removal, we have created a Complete Graffiti Removal Kit. This kit contains an 8oz size of our Wipe Out™ Porous Surface Graffiti Remover, an aerosol can of Lift Away™ Smooth Surface Graffiti Remover and a 22oz trigger bottle of our All Purpose Remover for delicate and painted surfaces. Between these 3 products you should be able to remove virtually all Graffiti from any surface.

SOLVENT-BASED PAINT REMOVER

ADVANTAGES

• Environmentally safe solvent-based paint remover
• User friendly, does not contain methylene chloride or toxic chemicals
• Ideal for wood substrates, will not discolor or raise the grain
• Effectively removes most high performance coatings
• Ideal for Historic Restoration and Lead Abatement Projects
Paint Removers

Eco-Friendly Soy Based Paint Remover

Peel Away® 5 Eco-Friendly Soy Based Paint Remover is an environmentally friendly paint remover used for the removal of high strength, chemically resistant floor coatings (epoxies, urethanes etc.). Peel Away® 5 Eco-Friendly Soy Based Paint Remover is an eco-friendly gel product applied by squeegee, brush or airless sprayer and removed by long handled scrapers or power washing. Peel Away® 5 Eco-Friendly Soy Based Paint Remover covers between 60-70 sq. feet per gallon. Peel Away® 5 Eco-Friendly Soy Based Paint Remover is also available in pure form for use in dipping tanks as an alternative to methylene chloride strippers.

Advantages
- Gel formulation; removes most high performance floor coatings.
- Removes latex/acrylic mastics and carpet glues.
- Excellent for furniture/industrial dipping tank processes.
- Formulated without methylene chloride, caustic, or highly flammable solvents.

Steel Structures Paint Remover

Peel Away® ST-1 Steel Structures Paint Remover has been specifically formulated for heavy duty removal of lead-based paint from steel structures such as tanks, bridges and structural support members. Peel Away® ST-1 Steel Structures Paint Remover is similar to Peel Away® 1 however its self-sealing characteristic allows it to continue working in a moist environment without requiring any Dumond® Laminated Paper. Peel Away® ST-1 Steel Structures Paint Remover covers approximately 20 sq. feet per gallon. Peel Away® ST-1 Steel Structures Paint Remover is applied by trowel or appropriate HD airless spray equipment with a dwell time of up to 24 hours. Peel Away® ST-1 Steel Structures Paint Remover paint removal is accomplished by using broad knives followed by a low pressure, low volume rinse minimizing liquid waste.
Peel Away® Marine Safety Strip

Peel Away® Marine Safety Strip is an ecologically acceptable paint remover that is safer because it does not contain methylene chloride or caustic, so there are no harmful fumes. It will not burn your skin and is chemically more in harmony with the environment. The chemicals in Peel Away® Marine Safety Strip have been selected for their very low evaporation rate and high level of biodegradability and because of these factors you will have to give the product more time to work than with more aggressive chemical removers. Peel Away® Marine Safety Strip will remove anti-fouling paints from wood and fiberglass boats, varnishes, polyurethanes, shellac, etc. from fine wood surfaces revealing the natural color of the wood.

Peel Away® Marine Strip

Peel Away® Marine Strip is specifically designed as an alternative to Peel Away® Marine Safety Strip for removing marine bottom, antifouling paint where the epoxy barrier coat is to be left intact. This product is an alkaline paste and in a single application will strip all antifouling coatings on boats without fumes or flammable solvents. Available in Gallons and 5 Gallon Pails.
Dumond® Laminated Paper

Dumond® Laminated Paper is one of the most respected and widely used environmentally friendly lead-based paint removal products in the world. The Dumond® Laminated Paper is a patented laminated paper that extends the dwell time for all Dumond® paint removal products. Dumond® Laminated Paper comes pre-packaged in our Peel Away® 1, 2 and 7 kits. However, depending upon your application and project you may find it desirable to purchase additional Dumond® Laminated Paper to be used in conjunction with other Dumond® products as well. Dumond® Laminated Paper is critical to a paint removal project’s success on hot days and where extended dwell times are necessary to remove all coatings. Dumond® Laminated Paper keeps all Dumond® products from drying out, and thus becoming ineffective too quickly. Dumond® Laminated Paper reduces the wrinkling, or tenting, that occurs when doing a stripping project thus keeping the remover in contact with subsequent coatings until reaching the bare substrate. With these projects in mind, we stock individual packages of this product in a 3 pack/30 square foot, 10 pack/100 square feet and a 13” X 300’ rolls for larger projects.

3 Pack – 1023
10 Pack – 1024
13” x 300’ – 1324

Citri-Lize™

Use this product with Peel Away® 1 after removal of paste and wash down. It can be applied by squeeze bottle or pressurized garden sprayer. It acts to reduce the pH of surface being stripped, thus ensuring good adhesion of a fresh coat of primer/paint.

Peel Away® 2

Methylene Chloride-based remover specifically designed to remove chemically resistant coatings. Fastest working Peel Away® product, usually removes most coatings in 1-2 hours or less.

5 GAL – 4003

Peel Away® 4

Acid-based paste used for the removal of white/lime wash, cementicious coatings and zinc coatings.

5 GAL – 4405

Peel Away® After Strip

Makes final clean-up easy when using all Peel Away® and Smart Strip® products. Prevents residue from clinging to wood, metal, masonry, and fiberglass surfaces after stripping. Cleans polishes and preps all marine surfaces.

Spray – 3022
Deck Products

Professional Strength Products for Decks, Siding, Fencing and More!

**Peel Away® Deck Cleaner**
- Concentrated Formula
- Removes Mildew and Water Stains
- Safe for Cleaning Composite Decks
- Perfect for Regular Maintenance Cleaning of Concrete, Stucco, Vinyl Siding, Fiberglass and Outdoor Furniture.

Peel Away® Deck Cleaner is a concentrated and safe maintenance cleaner for exterior use on wood decking, siding, shakes and outdoor furniture. Peel Away® Deck Cleaner is also recommended for composite decking, concrete, stucco, vinyl siding, fiberglass and most outdoor furniture. Available in Gallons and 5 Gallon Pails.

**Peel Away® Deck Restorer**
- Concentrated formula. Lifts and removes dirt and stains
- Restores gray and weathered wood to its natural color
- Removes mildew, tannin and water stains
- Does not leave a pale, bleached out surface
- Only recommended for wood that does not have any visible surface coating, including cedar, redwood, pressure treated, and oak
- Bleach free formula

Peel Away® Deck Restorer is a concentrated, biodegradable product for cleaning and restoring exterior, natural, gray and weathered wood surfaces, including cedar, redwood, pressure treated, oak and pine; decks, fencing, shakes and siding. Cedar and redwood may darken after using Restorer. After restoring, we highly recommend using Peel Away® Deck Brightener & Neutralizer. Available in Gallons.

**Peel Away® Deck Brightener & Neutralizer**
- Concentrated formula.
- Removes tannin and rust stains.
- Neutralizes pH of Peel Away® Deck Restorer and Stripper products.
- Safe brightener for decking, siding, wood shakes and furniture.
- Removes factory “Mill Glaze” on new lumber and siding.

Peel Away® Deck Brightener & Neutralizer is a concentrated, safe product for brightening unfinished exterior wood decking, siding, shakes and furniture. It rinses easily with water, and is safe on all coatings and treated lumber. Available in Gallons.

**Peel Away® Deck Stripper**
- Strips oil and water based stains, clear finishes, weathered latex and varnish
- Restores gray and weathered wood
- Removes mildew, tannin and water stains
- Recommended for all wood surfaces
- Biodegradable, bleach free formula

Peel Away® Deck Stripper is a ready to use, biodegradable stripper for removing oil and water based stains, clear finishes, weathered latex and varnish from pine, oak, cedar, redwood and pressure treated decks, siding and fencing. Cedar and redwood may darken after stripping. After stripping, we strongly recommend using Peel Away® Deck Brightener & Neutralizer. Available in Gallons and 5 Gallon Pails.
Graffiti Products

Watch Dog
Graffiti Control Products

GRAFFITI REMOVERS

Porous / Unpainted Surfaces

Wipe Out Porous Surface Graffiti Remover
• Maximum speed & performance without surface damage
• Easily & effectively removes Graffiti from porous/unpainted masonry surfaces
• Dissolves Graffiti in 15-30 minutes — Rinse clean with pressure washer
• Safe, non-drip, environmentally friendly formulation
• Quart, Half Gallon & 5 Gallon

Non-Porous/Smooth Surfaces

LIFT AWAY Graffiti Remover
• Quickly removes Graffiti from most smooth surfaces
• Apply, agitate and wipe/rinse clean - Works in minutes!
• Ideal for cleaning Road Signs, Roll-up Security Doors, Transit Vehicles, Control Boxes, Desks, Lockers, Bathroom Partitions, Playground Equipment, Mail Boxes, Glass
• Safe, environmentally friendly, citrus-based formula
• 12 oz. Aerosol, Half Gallon & 5 Gallon

All Purpose Remover
• Quickly removes Graffiti and dried paint in one easy step
• Ideal for cleaning Road Signs, Roll-up Security Doors, Transit Vehicles, Control Boxes, Desks, Lockers, Bathroom Partitions, Playground Equipment, Mail Boxes, Glass
• Safe, non-toxic, non-flammable, biodegradable formulation
• Removes glues, gum and most adhesives

Available in 16 oz Sample

www.dumondchemicals.com  1-800-245-1191
Cleaning Solutions

CONSIDER THESE ADVANTAGES:
• Fast acting, ready to use — simply apply, wait 15 minutes and rinse
• Formulated without hydrofluoric/muriatic acids — safer for applicator & substrate
• Biodegradable — near neutral pH simplifies wastewater handling
• Effectively removes most surface contaminants — guaranteed uniform results
• Safe & Effective — cleans & restores without pitting or damaging the surface

Safe n’ Easy® Oil and Grease Remover
Safe n’ Easy® Oil and Grease Cleaner is a highly concentrated, biodegradable cleaning product and has specifically been formulated to clean motor oil, grease, and heavy soils from concrete and asphalt surfaces. This all-natural product can also be used to clean walkways, barbecue grills, lawn, and playground equipment, and a variety of other surfaces. As one of the best oil and grease removal systems on the market, Safe n’ Easy® Oil and Grease Remover has been engineered to penetrate beneath the surface into porous concrete, asphalt and masonry surfaces. It does not sit on top of surfaces like other cleaners. Usual dwell time is three hours and it can then be either pressure washed or hosed off. No scrubbing is required. Available in Gallons and 5 Gallon Pails.

Oil & Grease Remover

Safe n’ Easy® Heavy Duty Restoration Cleaner
Safe n’ Easy® Heavy Duty Restoration Cleaner is a biodegradable, slightly acidic, heavy duty masonry restorer and cleaner. For historic masonry restoration, it will remove a variety of contaminants from natural and man-made stone and brick surfaces. This product does not contain any bleach, abrasives, caustic, muriatic acid or petroleum distillates. Apply by spray or roller, wait 15 minutes and pressure wash. Available in Gallons and 5 Gallon Pails.

Heavy Duty Restoration Cleaner

Safe n’ Easy® Ultimate Stone & Masonry Cleaner
Safe n’ Easy® Ultimate Stone & Masonry Cleaner is a biodegradable product. It will safely clean a variety of contaminants from natural and man-made stone and brick surfaces. ULTIMATE is non-toxic, it does not contain any bleach, abrasives, caustic, muriatic or hydrofluoric acids or petroleum distillates. This environmentally friendly formula is a ready-to-use gel product and is generally used accordingly. Available in Gallons and 5 Gallon Pails.

Ultimate Stone & Masonry Cleaner

Safe n’ Easy® Limestone Cleaner
Safe n’ Easy® Limestone Cleaner is a heavy-duty cleaner/restorer and can be used on a variety of stone surfaces safely and effectively. This product works best at cleaning limestone, marble and travertine, removing accumulated surface contaminate, mineral deposits and atmospheric stains. There is NO masking or collection of waste necessary. Apply by spray or roller, wait 15 minutes and pressure wash. Available in Gallons and 5 Gallon Pails.

Limestone Cleaner

www.dumondchemicals.com
1-800-245-1191
Cleaning Solutions

All Purpose Cleaner
Safe n’ Easy® Architectural Cleaner and Restorer is a heavy duty restoration cleaning product that can be used to clean and restore a wide variety of surfaces, such as brick and stone, safely and effectively. This all-natural product contains surfactants for emulsification and lowering surface tension, sequestering agents that help prevent redeposition of any emulsified or suspended contaminants, and optical brightening agent that makes whites whiter and colors brighter than other high powered ingredients. This biodegradable product requires no masking or collection of materials. Apply by spray or roller, wait 15 minutes and pressure wash. Available in Gallons and 5 Gallon Pails.

Metal Restorer
GAL – 10902
5 GAL – 0902
16 oz Sample
Safe n’ Easy® Metal Restorer is a specially formulated environmentally friendly product for cleaning metal surfaces. A concentrated product, it quickly removes oxidation, hard water stains, rust, mineral deposits, grease and other contaminants from copper, brass, bronze, stainless steel, aluminum and glass surfaces. The addition of an inhibitor in Metal Restorer prevents rust and oxidation from quickly reforming. The inhibitor possesses unique chemical and physical properties, building both mechanical and electromechanical barriers against corrosive agents such as cleaning solutions and pollutants. Metal Restorer does not contain any bleach, abrasives, caustic, hydrofluoric or muriatic acid or petroleum distillates. Coverage: 150/200 sq. feet per gallon. Available in Gallons and 5 Gallon Pails.

Efflorescence Remover
Safe n’ Easy® non-toxic Efflorescence Remover is a newly developed product that replaces conventional mineral and organic acids for the removal of efflorescence. Safe n’ Easy® Efflorescence Remover is a non-fuming, phosphate-free product that is a lot more effective than other acids when dissolving efflorescence salts and has none of the hazards that are inherent with commonly used acids. Safe n’ Easy® Efflorescence Remover contains a special surfactant that provides detergency properties that will also help in the removal of oil/grease stains. Safe n’ Easy® Efflorescence Remover does not contain any hydrofluoric acid, bleach, abrasives, caustic, mineral acids or petroleum distillates. It is formulated as a ready-to-use product. Available in Gallons and 5 Gallon Pails.

Masonry Rust Remover
Safe n’ Easy® Rust Remover is a slightly acidic, heavy duty cleaner and restorer. It will remove a variety of contaminants from natural and man-made stone surfaces. This eco-friendly, rust stain removal system does not contain any bleach, abrasives, caustic, muriatic acid or petroleum distillates. It is formulated as a ready-to-use product and is generally used accordingly; however, it can be diluted for slightly contaminated surfaces. Available in Gallons and 5 Gallon Pails.
Other Products

Save Time and Money on Clean Up!

Catch-N-Cover™ is a strong, breathable, specially-treated filter material that allows air and water to easily pass through it while still catching jobsite debris and overspray. Drape Catch-N-Cover™ over the ground or over the lawn around the construction site; hang it over shrubs and bushes, over gardens, driveways, walkways, lawn furniture, and more. The sun will not “cook” the vegetation underneath Catch-N-Cover™ like plastic or heavy tarps. The Catch-N-Cover™ will not suffocate, crush, or flatten vegetation. Both rain and pressure washing water will drain through Catch-N-Cover™, leaving the dirt and falling debris on top of the cloth while keeping everything beneath it clean. Catch-N-Cover™ remains strong and durable, and lightweight while wet due to its low-absorbent fabric. When a job is done, simply fold or roll it up for reuse or disposal. Dimensions of cloth are 11' X 20'.

MICROFILTRATION MEMBRANE

Protect Landscaping While Pressure Washing, Scraping and Painting

ADVANTAGES

• Reduces clean-up time & expense
• Leaves cleaner, safer areas for kids and pets
• Safe for extended use, won’t kill plants
• Rain and washing water drains through
• Catches paint chips, stain flakes, and more
Other Products

Industry Leader for Historic Restoration and Lead Abatement

Lead Stop® Lead Encapsulating Compound is a thick elastomeric coating that is made to be a long lasting barrier over lead based paint. When applied according to directions, Lead Stop® provides a protective barrier coat that seals and locks in lead that is contained in old lead based paints on previously painted surfaces. Lead Stop® has earned a seal of approval for lead abatement from D.L. Litter Laboratories and the Commonwealth of Massachusetts Encapsulation Product Performance Protocol, Department of Public Health (Reg. #DL-10019) and meets the requirements of the US Department of Housing and Urban Development (H.U.D.), which spells out a 20-year manufacturers warranty. This product contains Bitrex anti-ingestant. Available in 5 Gallon Pails.

Recyclean is a pressure wash/vac system that is used for the clean up process after the Peel Away® lead-based paint removal system dissolves the paint coatings. Recyclean system consists of high-pressure water and vacuum working together within specially designed hooded hand tools. The tools are applied to the surface to be cleaned and the water pressure (up to 1000 PSI) and vacuum lift any surface residue and transfer it into a container without any splash back or water runoff. This system is especially suited for interior or exterior projects where water runoff is a problem situation. This system is also very useful for lead paint remediation projects where water collection is very important.

Peel Away® Black Mastic Remover

Peel Away® Black Mastic Remover is an environmentally friendly, low-odor, mastic remover with superior performance when it comes to removing all types of mastics, adhesives, pastes, and glues. It contains a unique blend of surfactants, which allows for low surface tension, making this formulation the most rinsible and residue-free mastic remover on the market today. Black Mastic Remover contains no hazardous citrus or chlorinated solvents.
Innovative & Environmentally Responsible Solutions From Brands You Can Trust

Since 1981, Dumond® has excelled in developing innovative and environmentally responsible solutions in the areas of Paint Removal, Graffiti Control, Stone & Masonry Care, and Lead Encapsulating Products for the restoration industry. Our easy to use and differentiating products offer a complete solution for the DIY, Professional and Industrial consumer.

Providing The Support You Expect

• A nationwide distribution network of conveniently located outlets — United States & Canada

• Sales Representatives located nationwide to provide hands-on support — United States & Canada

• Technical support via the internet for access to Technical Data Pages and MSDS at www.dumondchemicals.com

• Technical support via the phone from 8:30 am – 5:00 pm EST at 800-245-1191

Visit our website for more information
www.dumondchemicals.com

Brands You Can Trust!